
The UKE TYPE       v.2 

(Watch the Youtube “Bad Guy by Billie Eilish – Ukulele Tutorial” by warrenemusic  

for chords, strum patterns and ‘bass line’ picking tab)   4/4 time @ 132bpm 

RIFF:          Gm              Cm          D7 

A --------------------------------------        ---3--3-6-3---3-3---3-6-3-----       ---5---5-9-5--5-5-5----        
E ---3--3-6-3---3-3---3-6-3--------       --------------------------------3---      ---------------------------- 
C --------------------------------5 

         Strum (Gm & Cm) = D..UD.U.U.UDUD    Strum = D . . UD.U.U.U. . . 

INTRO   /Gm /     *(f)/ /          *(f)/Cm / /D7                             

VERSE 1  [Gm]   Four strings: G C E A y’know. 

[Gm]   Uked up, I play every chord I know. 
[Cm]    My hand looks like I play yo-yo. 
[D7]     I’m so a-dor-able! 
 

VERSE 2  [Gm]   We sing in 3 part harmony, 
[Gm]   Play a-long if and when you please 
[Cm]   At mar-kets underneath some trees, 

 [D7]    Never ignorable! 
 

CHORUS  [Gm]   So you’re a tough guy? 
             Guitars are the stuff guy? 

[Gm]   Slim Dusty’s enough guy, 
 Don’t be such a gruff guy! 

[Cm]   I’m the UKE TYPE 
 Good timing’s a fluke type 

 [Cm]    Love to play in groups type 
Make some musos puke type 

    no chord! *I’m the uke type    
Duh! 

RIFF (as per INTRO) 

VERSE 3  [Gm]   I like to go to festivals 

[Gm]   They are my fav’rite spectacles 
[Cm]    Ukuleles are collectibles 
[D7]     I always need one more 
 

VERSE 4  [Gm]   Now we’re all locked up in our rooms 
[Gm]   How do you work the bloody Zoom?! 
[Cm]   Mute your mic or I’ll go kaboom! 

 [D7]    Had it so good before. 
 
CHORUS 
 
RIFF 
RIFF   [1-2] da-da-da-da-da  

 I’m only good when playing uke!      
 
 

Adapted 2020 by Harry Harrison for GBU from Billie Eilish’s ‘Bad Guy’ & warrenmusic YouTube tutorial 

CODA @ 60bpm 

I like when you get mad 

I guess I'm pretty glad you don’t play ukes 

Say it’s not real music? 

I mean, it’s psychotherapeutic 

In any case, I’m not offering you an excuse. 

I'm the uke type.   Ha! 

I'm the uke type 

Uke type, uke type 

I play uke,  ha!! 

 
 

*f note added  

as per 
warrenemusic 

directions. 

*allow two extra 
bars here  

(in each CHORUS) 

Stay on Cm to hold 
the tension! 


